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Abstract For this study, we developed a simple pressure
and heat stimulator that can quantitatively control pressure
and provide heat stimulation to intra- and interdigit areas.
The developed stimulator consists of a control unit, drive
units, and tactors. The control unit controls the stimulation
parameters, such as stimulation types, intensity, time, and
channel, and transmits a created signal of stimulation to the
drive units. The drive units operate pressure and heat tactors
in response to commands from the control unit. The pressure
and heat tactors can display various stimulation intensities
quantitatively, apply stimulation continuously, and adjust the
stimulation areas. Additionally, they can easily be attached to
and detached from the digits. The developed pressure and
heat stimulator is small in total size, easy to install, and

inexpensive to manufacture. The new stimulator operated
stably in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) environment
without affecting the obtained images. A preliminary func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment con-
firmed that differences in activation of somatosensory areas
were induced from the pressure and heat stimulation. The
developed pressure and heat stimulator is expected to be
utilized for future intra- and interdigit fMRI studies on pres-
sure and heat stimulation.
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Many studies have been performed to identify the character-
istics of perception and cognition in tactile sensation, which
has been induced by touch or pressure and warm or pain
sensations due to heat stimulation using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI).

In an MR environment, several techniques, including
pneumatic (Briggs et al., 2004; Chakravarty, Broadbent,
Rosa-Neto, Lambert, & Collins, 2009; Gallasch et al.,
2010; Montant, Romaiquere, & Roll, 2009; Wienbruch,
Candia, Svensson, Kleiser, & Kollias, 2006), shaft
(Golaszewski et al., 2002), piezoceramic (Gizewski et al.,
2005; Harrington, Wright, & Downs, 2000), and electromag-
netic (Graham, Staines, Nelson, Plewes, & McIlory, 2001)
approaches, have been used for vibrotactile stimulation.
fMRI studies using these methods were also reported with
stimulation on various parts of the body, such as the hands,
face, arms, and legs (Bleton et al., 2011; Geyer et al., 2001;
Roiha et al., 2011; Tsekos, Khanicheh, Christoforou, &
Mavroidis, 2007). Among the methods used for vibrotactile
stimulation, the piezoceramic and electromagnetic ap-
proaches especially have the advantages of easy control of
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tactor size as well as quantitative control of the stimulation
parameters. Accordingly, they facilitate brain mapping as
well as the analysis of brain function in the case of intra-
and interdigit stimulation (Graham et al., 2001; Hegner et al.,
2007; Schweisfurth, Schweizer, & Frahm, 2011; VanWesten
et al., 2004). It has been reported that the activation region of
somatosensory area I became larger with an increase in the
intensity of vibrotactile stimulation on the index finger
(Graham et al., 2001). It has also been reported that, when
a vibrotactile stimulus was presented to the fingertip and the
base of the index and little fingers, the activated patterns in
the brain depended on finger type, showing an evident
intradigit somatotopic arrangement in the case of the little
finger (Schweisfurth et al., 2011).

However, few fMRI studies have been reported on intra-
and interdigit stimulation with pressure or heat, due to some
technical limitations of the existing stimulators. Conventional
stimulators with MR compatibility use air puffs (Huang &
Sereno, 2007; Overduin & Servos, 2004), a diaphragm
(Hlushchuk & Hari, 2006; Hlushchuk, Forss, & Gari, 2004;
Mottonen, Jarvelainen, Sams, & Hari, 2004), and a von Frey
filament (Dresel et al., 2008; Habre-Hallage et al., 2010) for
pressure stimulation. Although the air-puff technique, in
which compressed air is blown directly on the skin, has
several benefits, such as MR compatibility, capability of
strong stimulation intensity, and the ability to stimulate any
part of the body, it can have a difficulty in controlling the
stimulation intensity continuously (Gassert et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the stimulated area to which the compressed
air is blown typically generates an additional tactile sensation
of slight cooling (Huang& Sereno, 2007). Especially, because
it is not easy to have a fine and precise control of stimulating
the targeted area, the air-puff method can hardly be used
for intradigit fMRI study. In contrast, the diaphragm
technique—in which compressed air is blown into a dia-
phragm, not directly on the skin—can control the stimulated
area. However, since it cannot provide a wide range of stim-
ulation intensity (e.g., strong stimulation intensity) in a con-
tinuous way, it is not desirable for an fMRI study that would
require fine control of stimulation intensity (Mertens &
Lutkenhoner, 2000). Both the air-puff and diaphragmmethods
have another disadvantage, in that they require a large-sized
system with careful use, because they require an air compres-
sor and an air tank as well. The von Frey filament method can
deliver stimulation to a very small targeted area (≤1mm2) with
precise control of intensity, and thus has mainly been used for
quantitative sensory testing studies (Dresel et al., 2008). With
this method, however, only specific, point-like stimulation is
available, and the stimulated area needs to be modified to
change the stimulation intensity, which is not appropriate for
an intra- and interdigit fMRI study.

Regarding heat stimulators, the Peltier Thermode
(Becerra et al., 1999; Kubina et al., 2010; Peltz et al., 2011)

and a light bulb (Zhang et al., 2003) are mainly used for heat
stimulation. The Peltier Thermode (Medoc Advanced
Medical Systems, Ramat Yishai, Israel) method can hardly
be used for an intra- and interdigit fMRI study, because it
requires a large and expensive tactor. On the other hand, the
light bulb method is simple, easy to use, and inexpensive,
because it offers heat stimulation by using the heat radiated
from a high-power lamp. However, this method is not ap-
propriate for an fMRI study that would require accurate
control of stimulation, because the reflectance of light from
the skin makes it difficult to control temperature with accu-
racy and to deliver uniform heat to a targeted area (Arendt-
Nielsen & Chen, 2003).

Conventional stimulators for pressure or heat stimulation
can also have a limitation in their use for some brain-
mapping research that requires a more precise experimental
design—for example, an intra- and interdigit fMRI study
designed for identifying somatotopic arrangement. Besides,
they need to be improved in terms of system size,
manufacturing cost, and ease of use.

In this study, we developed a simple stimulator that can
present quantitatively and precisely controllable pressure
and heat stimulations for intra- and interdigit fMRI studies,
which is expected to overcome the technical weaknesses of
existing stimulators.

Method

Figure 1 shows the overall configuration of the pressure and
heat stimulator we developed. The stimulator consists of a
control unit, pressure and heat drive units, and pressure and
heat tactors. The control unit and pressure drive unit are
positioned outside an MR shield room, whereas the heat
drive unit and tactors are positioned inside the room.

Control unit

The control unit selects pressure and heat stimulation and
controls stimulation parameters including intensity, time,
and channel of stimulation. Also, it enables synchronization
with the MR system. The control unit uses an AVR-family
ATMEGA 128 controller (Atmel, San Jose, CA, USA),
which is a general-purpose eight-bit microcontroller. This
controller works at a 4.5- to ~5.5-V operating voltage, and
it has several capabilities, such as an eight-channel, ten-bit
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and eight-bit and 16-bit
timer/counters.

The pressure stimulus is controlled by controlling a
rolling pump using the duty rate of pulse width modulation
(PWM) regulated by the microcontroller’s timer/counter.
Stimulation can be presented at 17 levels (0 to ~8.5 psi) of
intensity, three channels, and over a time scale of seconds.
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The heat stimulus can be controlled with the use of a 12-bit
quad-channel digital-to-analog converter (DAC; Model
DAC7554, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) regulated by the
serial peripheral interface (SPI) function of a microcontroller.
The control (baseline) temperature can be set at four levels
(30 °C to ~33 °C). Stimulation temperature is controllable at
eight levels (42 °C to ~49 °C), and stimulation can be
presented for seconds and over three channels. An electric
signal is converted into an optical signal by using a light-
emitting diode (LED) driving circuit whose brightness is
regulated via the amplitude of the stimulation signal, and the

optical stimulation signal is transferred to the heat drive unit
inside the MR shield room by using an optic cable (Fig. 2).

The user can input stimulation parameters using buttons
on the control unit and can monitor performance and status
with a character liquid crystal display (LCD; see Fig. 1).
Also, the stimulation parameters can be controlled with E-
Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg,
PA) by a PC. E-Prime is a well-known software package that
is used as a visual and auditory stimulation tool in psychol-
ogy, neuroscience, and cognitive and behavioral sciences
(Ho & Spence, 2007). Therefore, tactile, auditory, and visual
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the MR-compatible pressure and heat stimulator

Fig. 1 Overall configuration of a simple MR-compatible pressure and heat stimulator
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stimulation can be generated simultaneously using the soft-
ware (Kim et al., 2011). Stimulation parameters are delivered
to the control unit through the LPT-1 port in a PC.

Drive units

The drive units operate the pressure and heat tactors in re-
sponse to commands from the control unit. The pressure drive
unit, which is located outside the MR shield room, uses a
rolling pump (OKENSEIKO, Tokyo, Japan) and a 7-m-long
air tube to send the air to the pressure tactor positioned inside
the MR shield room. This configuration does not need any
protective device to minimize the mutual interference effects
with the MR scanner. The pressure stimulation is delivered by
emitting air through the use of a solenoid switch. Because a
rolling pump is connected to each of the three channels, each
channel can be controlled independently. The intensity of the
pressure stimulation generated can be measured using a Model
33A-010G-2210 pressure sensor (Sensormate Enterprise,
Chang Hua, Taiwan) and fed back to the microcontroller,
which uses feedback signals from the pressure sensor to reg-
ulate the pressure precisely in real time (Fig. 2).

Heat stimulation uses heat generated from a Peltier ele-
ment. The heat drive unit should be located inside the MR
shield room in order to provide current to the Peltier element.
For this reason, it should be galvanically isolated from the
control unit. In addition, a special protective device is needed
to minimize interaction with the MR system. An optical
signal from the control unit is converted into an electric
signal using a photodiode, and this generates signals to
operate an H-bridge circuit according to the values of the
comparator and transistor–transistor logic. The current gen-
erated from the H-bridge is delivered to the Peltier element
after passing through a noise filter (Fig. 2). The noise filter
can protect the heat drive unit from induced current by radio
frequency (RF) and gradient pulse during the acquisition of
MR images. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the noise filter,
which consists of a LC resonator with an inductor (rep-
resented by the letter L) and a capacitor (represented by
the letter C). Due to the connection of the Peltier element to

each of the three channels, each channel can be controlled
independently.

Tactors

Figure 4 shows the appearance of the pressure and heat
tactors and a schematic diagram of the tactors positioned
on a finger. The pressure tactor offers pressure stimulus on
each phalanx of a finger using a neonatal cuff designed for
measuring noninvasive blood pressure of a newborn infant.
Because it is made of vinyl and Velcro tape and is available
in several models with different lengths, it can easily be
attached on and detached from fingers and compensate for
differences in finger circumference (Fig. 4a).

The heat tactor, which is a Peltier element made of ceramic,
is able to present heat stimulus once it is fixed on each phalanx
of a finger by using Velcro tape. A shield cable is used to supply
current from the heat drive unit. The intensity of the heat
stimulation is measured by using an LM35 precision centigrade
temperature sensor (National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA)
attached to the heat tactor and a comparator that receives a
feedback signal to control the driving current of the H-bridge,
consequently making it possible to regulate temperature. The
LM35 temperature sensor, made of a TO-92 plastic package, is
attached to the center of the Peltier element (Fig. 4b).

MRI testing

Since the pressure tactor is composed of nonmetallic materials,
it can be used in the MR environment without limits. However,
the Peltier element of the heat tactor is composed of metallic
materials that may have a mutual interference effect with the
MR system. Therefore, effects on an MR image were analyzed
while changing operating conditions of the heat tactor. The three
following conditions were compared by means of the acquired
MR images: no heat tactors (without heat tactors), heat tactors
positioned 30 cm away from the center of the head coil and not
operated (with heat tactors), and heat tactors operated in the
same position (with heat tactors + operation). The single-shot
gradient echoplanar imaging (EPI) of a cylindrical phantom

Shield Box

Fig. 3 Schematic of the noise filter
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with a 3.0-T MAGNETOM Trio MR scanner (Siemens
Healthcare, Munich, Germany) were collected with the follow-
ing parameters: repetition time/echo time = 3,000/30ms, field of
view = 192 mm, matrix size = 128 × 128, slice thickness =
2 mm, number of axial slices = 35, and flip angle = 90.

Next, the operating status of the pressure and heat tactors
placed on fingers was monitored while acquiring the EPI data
with the use of selected image parameters from the experiment
above. To monitor the operating status of the pressure tactor,
experiments were conducted at under 4.5 psi and at 8.5 psi
(max level). To monitor the operating status of the heat tactor,
experiments were conducted at stimulation temperatures of
42 °C and 49 °C (max), with a baseline temperature of 33 °C.

fMRI experiments

Preliminary fMRI experiments were carried out using the
developed pressure and heat stimulator. Five male (24.8 ±
4.1 years) college students participated. All of the subjects
were right-handed, and none reported having a history of
psychiatric or neurological disorders. The overall procedure
was explained to all subjects who provided informed consent
for the procedure. We used the same imaging parameters as
in the phantom image experiments.

Figure 5 shows the paradigm for the fMRI experiments.
One block in the pressure stimulation experiment consisted
of a 30-s-long rest (0 psi) and a 30-s-long stimulation
(8.5 psi) phase, and these phases were repeated three times.
One block in the heat stimulation experiment consisted of a
78-s-long rest (33 °C) and a 39-s-long stimulation (42 °C)
phase. These phases were repeated three times, considering
the rising and falling times of the heat tactors. An experiment
was conducted targeting the distal phalanges of the index
finger and little finger of the right hand. We changed the
position of the tactor and marked a stimulated region of the
finger in order to deliver pressure and heat stimuli to the
same location. All of the subjects participated in four exper-
iments (two types of stimulation on two fingers). All subjects
closed their eyes and wore a headset in order to block
surrounding disturbances.

The fMRI data were analyzed with SPM 8 (Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). All
functional images were aligned with the anatomic images
of the study by using the affine transformation routines built
into SPM 8. The realigned scans were co-registered to the
participant’s anatomic images obtained within each session
and normalized to SPM 8’s template image. Motion correc-
tion was done using sync interpolation. The time-series data

Rest

30 sec

Stimulation Rest Stimulation Rest Stimulation

Pressure

Heat

30 sec

78 sec 39 sec

Fig. 5 Block design of the fMRI experiments
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Fig. 4 Appearance of the pressure (a) and heat (b) tactors and schematic diagrams of the tactors put on a finger
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were filtered with a 180-s high-pass filter to remove artifacts
due to cardiorespiratory and other cyclical influences. The
functional map was smoothed with a 7-mm isotropic
Gaussian kernel prior to statistical analysis. Statistical anal-
yses were done both individually and at a group level using
the general linear model and the theory of Gaussian random
fields implemented in SPM 8. Using the subtraction proce-
dure, activated areas between the rest and stimulation phases
were color-coded using the t score.

In the case of the heat stimulation, only images obtained
for 30 s in the stimulation phase of each block, after the
initial 9 s of the block, were used for the analysis, in consid-
eration of the rising time of the heat tactors. This is because
heat stimulation reaches the desired value only after a period
of rising time after the heat tactor is turned on. The rising
time of the heat tactor was about 7 s. For an accurate anal-
ysis, the falling time of the heat tactor and the effect of
residual heat on the finger also needed to be taken into
account. The falling time of the heat tactor was about 10 s.
Considering the falling time of the heat tactors and the effect

of residual heat, only images obtained over 30 s in the rest
phase of each block, following the initial 48 s, were used for
the analysis. In the case of the pressure stimulation, however,
all of the images obtained were used for analysis, because the
rising and falling times of the pressure tactor were relatively
short in each phase—that is, 3.5 and 0.2 s, respectively—and
there was no effect of residual pressure, unlike in heat stim-
ulation, during which residual heat remained when the tactor
was no longer activated. Hence, the same duration of rest and
stimulation times, both of which were set to be 30 s, were
used for both cases of pressure and heat stimulations.

Results

Figure 6 shows the performance of the noise filter to protect the
heat drive unit. We could protect the drive unit by attenuating
the induced current from the RF and gradient pulses of the MR
scanner below −60 dB. As is shown in Fig. 6, the attenuating
signals from input to output satisfied the threshold of −60 dB in
the range from 0.3 to ~150 MHz. Specifically, the attenuation
was measured to be −81.7 dB at 127.7 MHz, which is the
Larmor frequency of a hydrogen proton in a 3-T MR scanner.
Thus, the developed heat stimulator could be used without
compensation for all MR scanners below 3.0 T. The perfor-
mance of the noise filter was measured with an RF network
analyzer, 8712ET (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).

Figure 7 shows the results of the single-shot gradient EPI
from the condition in which the heat tactors were operated
(i.e., heat tactors + operation). Slice B is the middle axial
image, and Slices A and C are the axial images 26 mm above
and below Slice B, respectively. As is shown in Fig. 7, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated for three
cases—without heat tactors, with heat tactors, and with heat
tactors + operation—by dividing each intensity of three re-
gions (Locations 1–3 [L1–L3 in Table 1]) by the average
intensity of four background regions (N1, N2, N3, and N4).
Table 1 shows the SNRs of the EPI for three cases (without

Fig. 6 Performance of the noise filter

Fig. 7 Echoplanar imaging of a water phantom obtained when activat-
ing heat tactors (with heat tactors + operation). Slice A, 26 mm above
Slice B; Slice B, middle axial image; Slice C, 26 mm below Slice B.

Locations 1, 2, and 3 are regions of interest, and N1, N2, N3, and N4 are
background regions
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heat tactors, with heat tactors, and with heat tactors + oper-
ation). As can be seen in Table 1, the differences in SNRs
were very small and, as is shown in Fig. 7, there was no
distortion of the MR image when the heat tactors were
operated. Thus, we could confirm that the heat stimulator
did not affect the MR images.

Figure 8 shows the pressure and heat tactors placed on the
fingers. Additionally, this figure shows the output signals of
the pressure sensor and the temperature sensor regarding two
stimulation intensities measured while obtaining the MR
images simultaneously. The tactors were not limited by the
circumference of a finger, did not cause any inconvenience to
the subjects, and easily presented the pressure and heat
stimuli (Fig. 8a and b). It was possible to present the pressure
stimulation in a range from 4.5 to 8.5 psi and to keep a
mostly constant level of pressure through pressure regulation
(Fig. 8c). The rising time was from 0 psi to maximum
pressure (8.5 psi) was 3.5 s, and the deflation time was below
0.2 s. As for the heat stimuli, although fluctuation did occur,

the set baseline temperature (33 °C) and stimulation temper-
atures (42 °C and 49 °C) were maintained at a mostly
constant level (Fig. 8d). It took approximately 7 s to rise
from 33 °C to 49 °C (maximum stimulation temperature),
from which the calculated temperature increase rate was
approximately 2.3 °C/s. It took approximately 10 s to return
from the maximum (49 °C) to the baseline temperature
(33 °C), which was longer than the rising time (Fig. 8d).
The temperature decrease rate calculated from the values
above was approximately 1.6 °C/s.

Figure 9 shows the results of a group analysis on the
pressure and heat stimulation fMRI experiments. In all acti-
vated regions, somatosensory areas are marked with white
arrows. In Table 2, the MNI coordinates, regions, t scores,
and numbers of voxels for the marked somatosensory areas
are represented. When pressure stimulation was applied to
the right index (Fig. 9a) and little (Fig. 9b) fingers, activation
occurred in the region of the left postcentral gyrus (BA 3)
and left precentral gyrus (BA4), respectively. On the other

Table 1 Signal-to-noise ratios of magnetic resonance images for three cases (i.e., without heat tactors, with heat tactors, and with heat tactors +
operation) of three slices (A, B, and C) at three regions (L1, L2, and L3)

Slice A Slice B Slice C

L1 L2 L3 Avg. L1 L2 L3 Avg. L1 L2 L3 Avg.

Without heat tactors 186.0 210.3 199.0 198.4 182.0 207.1 192.9 194.0 174.5 207.1 203.4 195.0

With heat tactors 194.7 216.6 205.0 205.4 184.3 207.0 195.0 195.4 174.0 207.0 203.0 194.7

With heat tactors + operation 186.6 210.1 199.0 198.6 181.2 206.3 193.0 193.5 172.8 205.4 200.7 193.0

Fig. 8 Images of pressure (a) and heat (b) tactors actually put on a finger, as well as response characteristics of the pressure (c) and heat (d) tactors
measured while obtaining echoplanar imaging
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hand, when heat stimulation was applied to the right index
(Fig. 9c) and little (Fig. 9d) fingers, activation occurred in the
region of the left postcentral gyrus (BA 2 and 1).

Discussion

This study reports a method for quantitatively controlling
intra- and interdigit pressure and heat stimulation and a simple
MR-compatible pressure and heat stimulator that we devel-
oped that can control stimulation variables. The stimulator can
be controlled with E-Prime software, and tactile, auditory, and
visual stimulation could be simultaneously generated. As

compared with the existing stimulators being used in the
MR environment, the developed pressure and heat stimulator
has several advantages, described below.

In terms of stimulation control, the developed stimulator
can precisely control stimulation intensity by using a micro-
controller. With respect to the tactors, pressure tactors that
make use of neonatal cuffs can apply stimulation more
consistently, control the stimulation area, and present quan-
titatively more various intensities of stimulation than can the
air-puff and diaphragm methods. In addition, our tactors
offer uniform pressure stimulation to a wider area, in com-
parison to the von Frey filament method. In contrast with the
existing Peltier Thermode, the present Peltier-element-using

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9 Brain activation during our fMRI experiments: Brain activation regions related to pressure stimulation of the index (a) and little (b) fingers’
distal phalanges, as well as regions related to heat stimulation of the index (c) and little (d) fingers’ distal phalanges

Table 2 MNI coordinates, t scores, and numbers of voxels in regions of interest for pressure and heat stimulation on the right index and little finger

Stimulation type Finger Number of Voxels t Score MNI Coordinates x, y, z (mm) Side Region Brodmann area

Pressure Right index 28 10.68 −33 –30 70 L Postcentral gyrus 3

Right little 26 5.54 −39 –46 66 L Precentral gyrus 4

Heat Right index 19 3.83 −62 –22 28 L Postcentral gyrus 2

Right little 2 4.98 −65 –21 32 L Postcentral gyrus 1
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heat tactor is smaller in size and can adjust the area of
stimulation. Furthermore, it can present more uniform and
precise stimulation intensity to an area than is possible by
using a light bulb.

In terms of the system, the developed pressure and heat
stimulator simply consists of three parts: a control unit, drive
units, and tactors. In particular, pressure or heat stimulation can
be presented with a single system. Because it uses a rolling
pump, a pressure drive unit that is very small in size can easily
be installed and used, and is inexpensive to make.
Furthermore, the neonatal cuff used as a pressure tactor is
composed of vinyl and Velcro tape, and the heat tactors are
fixed byVelcro tape, making them easy to attach and detach on
intra- and interdigit areas. In summary, the stimulator devel-
oped here has some big advantages over conventional stimu-
lators, in that it is small in size, inexpensive, and easy to install.

In the phantom experiment with three operating condi-
tions of the heat tactors, the SNR of the EPI was almost
constant and, moreover, the EPI obtained from activating the
heat tactors did not show any image distortion. Also, because
the pressure and heat stimulators were stable while acquiring
the EPI, the developed pressure and heat stimulator was
confirmed to be MR-compatible. Additionally, because of
the excellent performance of the noise filter protecting the
heat drive unit, the developed stimulator can be used without
compensation for all MR scanners below 3.0 T.

This study presents data from pressure and heat stimula-
tion to the distal phalanges of the right index and little fingers
using the system that we developed, and it identifies differ-
ences in the activation related to different somatosensory
areas. These results imply that the developed stimulator can
actively be utilized to identify perceptional and cognitive
characteristics of pressure and heat sense in terms of brain
function.

In conclusion, as compared with those of the existing
pressure and heat stimulators, the developed stimulator
shows excellent improvements in terms of stimulation con-
trol, tactors, the overall system, and cost. It is expected to be
utilized actively in future intra- and interdigit fMRI studies.

Author Note This research was supported by the Pioneer Research
Center Program through the National Research Foundation of Korea
funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT & Future Planning (Grant
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